UNAVOIDABLE THOUGHTS - A REVIEW OF
A PERFORMANCE FOR THE COVID AGE BY 3RD YEAR
DRAMA STUDENTS

In this review I’m going to be talking about a performance that 3rd year
Drama students in the year above me developed and created for their
module “Ensemble Performance Project”. This is a module where 3rd year
Drama students get to create a performance completely by themselves,
with no stimuli or input from (at least officially anyway). Obviously while
making a piece about Coronavirus is the most obvious direction to go in,
to completely ignore the pandemic when it’s affecting all of our lives and
the way we work creatively can also be quite ignorant, and never have
the theatre performances been as timely. And for a lot of the students I
think this was a good chance for them to vent about how they feel in
these current times, not just about Covid but all the other socio-political
events. As one of the students but in the blurb for their performance The
Kids Won’t Be Alright: “Are you angry at those in power? Are you fed up
with naff politicians and their constant empty promises? Are you worried
about what this means for the future? Yeah, us too. So we made a piece
of theatre about it.” There were four groups and four performances, and I

loved watching all four. But I chose the first one, Unavoidable Thoughts,
because it was the only one that used the medium of Zoom like me. And
it was the most abstract one, I like abstract art.
Or “wanky contemporary art”. That’s how some might call it, and that’s a
direct quote from a fellow student about their opinions towards
contemporary. There is definitely a tradition to make very contemporary,
un-linear and postmodern work in the Drama department at Aberystwyth
University. Some really gel with it, others not so much, they say it’s just
art for the sake of art, with loads of style over substance (one of Strinati’s
5 definitions associated with postmodernism). There’s a lack of a linear
narrative that defines the traditional theatre of classic and modernist
theatre, and it confuses a lot of more traditional theatregoers and. The
styles of contemporary dance and movement are also heavily anchored
within the department. The clothing is all black, the good old uniform
colour of Drama.
The piece starts with a live action recorded movement piece, the five
performers spaced out and wearing masks. Playing various sections of
news from across the year including the fatalities caused by the
Australian Wildfires, Boris Johnson’s Lockdown Speech in March and of
the racial injustice of George Floyd being killed by police brutality are
sounds all too familiar. A part of me wondered personally whether I was
too numb to. Though not truely, for the Black Lives Matter has made me
realise more than ever the extent of systemic racism and how due to my
white privilege I was so ignorant and unaware about, and. I went to
protests, though being in a far away Welsh town and still hearing all the
news stories including more crimes linked to racism, I can’t help feeling
helpless, and my social media posts on it. 2020 brings with it a huge
feeling of helplessness along with then an urge to feel inspired to make
the world a better place, though this piece feels totally routed in the
helplessness part, they’re sharing in their pain. I personally also feel
connected, as they all have to wear masks when performing together and
stay in 2 metre distance, which are the conditions I’m also currently
having to do my Drama modules in. These opening movements are very
limited due to what is potential in creative movement, due to obvious
restrictions, no direct physical interaction or touch allowed. Despite these
being one of the fundamental building blocks of both theatre and
movement, the movements still have a minimalist beauty, though the
final moment with the central performer falling down and everyone else
reaching out is executed a bit clumsy, though I still read as feeling
helpless and powerless to change all the horrible situations we saw in
2020 and continue to see in 2021.

After about 3 minutes, the rest of the piece switches to a Zoom call, with
all the performers in their own rooms, the one and only scene and
location change. They are still wearing masks, which is a simple but
effective way to build a stylistic link between. They spend a good portion
either turned away from the camera or staring right into it, with
their It’s interaction with the medium of Zoom, some would call it lazy,
but I liked it, I felt it artistically stylised and made use of something that
is very small but oh so every day in video calls, quick breaths, though I
may of course be reading too much into it. The long stares will probably
feel awkward to a lot of audience members and some might wonder
whether they have forgotten their lines, but again I feel the Ensemble
Group are making use of the very relatable awkwardness and isolation
one can feel in this new world where main communication is reduced to
screens.

The use of newspapers as a principal set design and also props is nicely
done, however one wonders whether it is absolutely and is maybe a bit
too on the nose for the audience. Removing them might have made it
more bare, but also a more intimate performance space, where we feel
connected with the performers even more. Attention was put very well
and effectively to the lighting in both the opening scene and the Zoom
call, by creating a moody, almost romantic but somehow sadly romantic
lit space.
I still feel though that it will never feel the same as it did watching it that
night, stressed from work, leaving off some other uni work. In our living
room we turned off all the lights, but we have some colourful LED light
chains, so it did create quite a nice atmosphere. It’s also one of the few
time we all watched something together, well 5 out of 6 of us. I miss that
golden TV age, watching something live all together. And while this was
all pre-recorded, it was the closest experience we all had to a live theatre
performance in Aberystwyth, the television made.
In terms of connecting to my piece, I feel it did influence the opening
section, where all my performers are doing various movements and/or
facial expressions connected to photography. But my piece and their piece
are very different, different types of approaches and also different
contexts, online theatre festival vs exhibition, though in this online Covid
Age all the artforms seem to be converging towards each other even
more rapidly. Ultimately, it was a huge inspiration and gave a feeling of
community to see other Drama students resort to the medium of Zoom to

still give a feeling of connection between performers, which isn’t always
the case in live performances where all the actors are wearing masks.

